
SE-QL2T (Red) Pink Gold Black

Rare-Earth-Magnet Drivers Encased in Aluminum
Rare earth magnets are stronger and more powerful than regular driver 
magnets. They deliver extra punch for deep, taut bass, fast dynamics, and an 
expressive mid-range. Aluminum housings stop vibration from blurring details 
in your music, and they look fantastic too.

Spin-Processed Aluminum Accents
Alumite processing adds high-texture sheen to the earphone 
exterior. A circular spin-processed accent catches the light, 
emphasizing an aura of quality. Coordinated color schemes blend 
with your clothes, bringing style and sound together in a package 
that reflects your love of music.

Easy Phone Control
Accepting and ending calls on the go is simple. A lightweight remote on 
the cable features a single button that’s easy to use without stopping to 
look. The mic and control signals work with most smartphone brands.

Feel Music in Comfort
Comfort and style are important factors in headphone choice. Lightweight 
design lets you enjoy music for hours without fatigue, while three earphone-tip 
sizes provide a good seal for any ear shape. Choose your color from a range of 
four, each with earphone tips, cable, and earphones in schemes that look great 
together. With high-quality aluminum texture and spin-processed housings, 
these headphones are a distinctive choice for unique personalities.

AUDIO FEATURES
 › Aluminum housing reduces vibration for clear, tight sound

 › φ 10 mm (13/32˝) enclosed rare-earth-magnet dynamic driver

 › Deep, controlled bass and clear mid-range for beautiful vocals

 › Gold-plated stereo mini-plug preserves signal fidelity

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
 › Three silicon earphone-tip sizes to fit any ear (S/M/L)

 › Inline control box and mic for smooth phone conversation

 › High-texture alumite-finish for aluminum housing

 › Alumite- and spin-processed accents on earphone housings

 › Four color options with color-matched or coordinated cables, 
earphones, and earphone tips

HEADPHONE CABLE
 › 1.2 m (4 ft.) cable with gold-plated 3.5 mm (1/8˝) 4-pole stereo 

mini-plug

 › Compact inline control box with finger-friendly button

 › Microphone and call accept/end function

SPECIFICATIONS & ACCESSORIES
 › Type: Fully enclosed dynamic headphones

 › Driver: φ 10 mm (13/32˝) dynamic driver

 › Impedance: 16 ohms

 › Frequency response: 4 Hz–22 kHz

 › Sensitivity: 101 dB

 › Max. input power: 100 mW (JEITA)

 › Weight: 4.5 g (0.49 oz.) not including cable

 › Cable type: 1.2 m (4 ft.) with 3.5 mm (1/8˝) 4-pole 
stereo mini-plug

 › Supplied with S/M/L silicon earphone tips, user 
manual, and warranty card

Add muscle to mobile listening with the QL2 from Pioneer. Distinctive yet subtle 

color-coordinated style shifts focus to seriously great sound: bass is deep and taut 

thanks to φ 10 mm (13/32˝) rare-earth-magnet drivers. Low-frequency vibration is 

tamed by aluminum housings for clear reproduction of nuanced details. Metal 

surfaces gleam with a high-texture alumite-processed finish, while circular spin-

processed accents on the earphones add to the aura of quality. Playback is clean, 

fast, and full of energy. Pair the QL2 with your smartphone, take and end calls 

with cable remote, and let powerful bass get you where you’re going.

Refresh mind and body with premium sound

Package dimensions (W x H x D)  
60 x 148 x 34 mm (2 3/8˝ x 5 13/16˝ x 1 11/32˝)
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